Wearable Devices as Facilitators, Not Drivers, of Health Behavior Change

Several large technology companies including Apple, Google, and Samsung are entering the expanding market of population health with the introduction of wearable devices. This technology, worn in clothing or accessories, is part of a larger movement often referred to as the “quantified self.” The notion is that by recording and reporting information about behaviors such as physical activity or sleep patterns, these devices can educate and motivate individuals toward better habits and better health. The gap between recording information and changing behavior is substantial, however, and while these devices are increasing in popularity, little evidence suggests that they are bridging that gap.

Only 1% to 2% of individuals in the United States have used a wearable device, but annual sales are projected to increase to more than $50 billion by 2018. Some of these devices aim at individuals already motivated to change their health behaviors. Others are being considered by health care organizations, employers, insurers, and clinicians who see promise in using these devices to better engage less motivated individuals. Some of these devices may justify that promise, but less because of their technology and more because of the behavioral change strategies that can be designed around them.

Most health-related behaviors such as eating well and exercising regularly could lead to meaningful improvements in population health only if they are sustained. If wearable devices are to be part of the solution, they either need to create enduring new habits, turning external motivations into internal ones (which is difficult), or they need to sustain their external motivation (which is also difficult). This requirement of sustained behavior change is a major challenge, but many mobile health applications have not yet leveraged principles from theories of health behavior.

Feedback loops could be better designed around wearable devices to sustain engagement by using concepts from behavioral economics. Individuals are often motivated by the experience of past rewards and the prospect of future rewards. Lottery-based designs leverage the fact that individuals tend to assign undue weight to small probabilities and are more engaged by intermittent variable rewards than with constant reinforcement. Anticipated regret, an individual’s concern or anxiety over the reward he or she might not win, can have a significant effect on decision making. Feedback could be designed to use this concept by informing individuals what they would have won had they been adherent to the new behavior. Building new habits may be best facilitated by presenting frequent feedback with appropriate framing and by using a trigger that captures the individual’s attention at those moments when he or she is most likely to take action.

Identifying and Addressing the Gaps

Using wearable devices to effectively promote health behavior change is a complex, multistep process. First, a person must be motivated enough to want a device and be able to afford it; this is a challenge, because some devices can cost hundreds of dollars. Perhaps for these reasons, wearable devices seem to appeal to groups that might need them least. In a survey of wearable device users, 75% described themselves as “early adopters of technology,” 48% were younger than 35 years, and 29% reportedly earn more than $100,000 annually. The individuals who might have the most to gain from these devices are likely to be older and less affluent. To better engage these individuals, wearable devices must be more affordable, or new funding mechanisms are needed. For example, employers and insurers might pay for a device that helps individuals better adhere to their medications, potentially yielding significant downstream health care savings. Or, devices that demonstrate effectiveness could be financed in a manner similar to that for prescription drugs.

Second, once a device is acquired, a person needs to remember to wear it and occasionally recharge it—additional behaviors required from individuals who may have a difficult time already. Many wearable devices require data to be sent to a phone or computer, adding additional steps and more equipment. According to one survey (n = 6223), more than half of individuals who purchased a wearable device stop using it and, of these, one-third did so before 6 months. One potential solution might be to better leverage smartphones; most people with these phones carry them often. Ideally, using a smartphone does not require any effort beyond setup—like an app that gets its power from the phone that people are already accustomed to regularly charging. Because data can be transmitted passively via a cellular connection, there is no need for individuals to actively update their data. Although smartphones are expensive, many people already have them, and the reach of these devices is increasing.

Third, the device must be able to accurately track its targeted behavior. Accelerometers, commonly found within wearable devices, have been well studied for tracking step counts. However, newer technologies, such as those that measure heart rate or sleep patterns, have not been well validated. Similar to mobile health applications, the increase in the availability and types of wearable devices has not been matched by appropriate testing or oversight to make sure they work. Wearable devices are unlikely to have the same capabilities as home devices that measure blood pressure or track medication adherence. However, a smartwatch may facilitate feedback from these devices, forming a better...
feedback loop than a home device could do alone. For example, a medication bottle that glows red when a medication dose has been missed has little effect on an individual who does not see it. A wearable device could help facilitate this feedback to the individual by alerting him or her in real time—or, even better, by alerting the person when he or she is in proximity to the bottle and can take the medication and close the loop immediately.

Fourth, assuming information is collected accurately, it must be presented back to the user in a manner that can be understood, that motivates action, and that sustains that motivation toward improved health. Sustaining change may be relatively easy for the already motivated, quantified-self audience, but is likely to be difficult for the much larger group of persons with difficult-to-manage chronic health conditions. Workplace wellness programs may offer an environment to deploy interventions using wearable devices that leverage concepts from behavioral economics. For instance, some current strategies by employers may focus on individual-based competitions and displaying leaderboards. These strategies tend to encourage the top performers, who may already be active and motivated, while discouraging the majority of others who need it most. Another approach is to leverage team-based designs and social norms feedback. Individuals form teams that provide peer support and promote a sense of accountability to use the device and stay engaged in the new behavior—perhaps aiming for everyone to achieve a minimum amount of activity (eg, 7000 steps per day), rather than simply rewarding the power walkers. For example, teams might be selected at random in a regular drawing, but winning teams would only be eligible to collect their reward if the team had achieved its targeted behavior on the previous day. This design leverages concepts of variable rewards and anticipated regret, which have been demonstrated to motivate behavior change.

Conclusions
Although wearable devices have the potential to facilitate health behavior change, this change might not be driven by these devices alone. Instead, the successful use and potential health benefits related to these devices depend more on the design of the engagement strategies than on the features of their technology. Ultimately, it is the engagement strategies—the combinations of individual encouragement, social competition and collaboration, and effective feedback loops—that connect with human behavior.
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